Israel tells African Migrants to either get into camps and go to jail, or just leave in 3 months from Israel. Nobody made any mention in the news, did they?

Everyone speaking: "BUT THE MIGRANTS ARE ILLEGAL, OY VEY! TAKE THEM OUT!". They don't rape as who would want to even remotely touch a jewess. As a rabbi stated their ugliness has acted as protection. Note also the Israeli authorities severely abuse the migrants. There are incidents where they left them bleeding to death in the streets, laughing etc.

Everyone speaking in Europe: "But the migrants rape, kill, loot, set streets on fire, and are also illegal, but also bring sharia. Keep them in, no problem at all! Dis nothing! ADJUST YOURSELVES GOYIM!" Police castrated too because if you arrest for anything of the above u r raci$t.

"Israel to tell African migrants: leave or face indefinite imprisonment"


But who cares, right? Israel is beyond all judgment. Who will judge Israel when there is no Satan in any government, and no "accuser"?

Will Trump and Israel Cut Off Aid to Millions of Palestinian Refugees?


They also plan to assault financially the Palestinians, and to further their displacement from their own homeland. Nobody made any mention, did they? But who cares, right? Let these people die too. Do they agree with jewish interest? No. So it's immoral and wrong they live and get some shekels to barely eat.

Meanwhile, in Europe:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nFPrHCx0Xw

[Note: Video has been removed from youtube]